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Magnetic properties of thin films of Co and of „CoPt… superstructures on Pt„100… and Pt„111…
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The magnetic properties of Con /Pt(100), Con /Pt(111), (Co0.5Pt0.5)n /Pt(100), (CoPt)n /Pt(100), and
(CoPt)n /Pt(111), n<15, are investigated using the relativistic spin-polarized screened Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker method. It is found that only the artificial superstructures (CoPt)n /Pt(100) and (CoPt)n /Pt(111)
show a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy beyondn510. For the free surfaces of Co on Pt in the case of the
~100! orientation, a multiple reorientation transition belown57 is found, while along~111! such a transition
is predicted at about four layers of Co. For the homogeneous, statistically disordered alloy Co0.5Pt0.5 on Pt~100!
the orientation of the magnetization remains in-plane for alln investigated. A comparison to experiment yields
interesting insight into aspects of order and disorder, surface segregation, and phase separation frequently
encountered in experimental studies of perpendicular magnetism in the Co/Pt system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Free surfaces of Co, of CocPt12c alloys, and of artificial
superstructures ConPtm on Pt are indeed very interestin
from both experimental~for a recent review, see, e.g
Weller,1 and references therein! and theoretical~see, in
particular, Refs. 2–4! points of view, because of technolog
cally relevant discoveries in studies dealing with perp
dicular magnetic anisotropy, giant magnetoresistance,
oscillatory exchange coupling. Because of its technolog
implications in high-density magneto-optical storage med
the Co/Pt system seems to be the candidate of first cho
In this paper a detailed study of the magnetic anisotro
energy of thin films of Co and of Co/Pt superstructur
is presented for two different surface orientations, cor
sponding to Pt~100! and Pt~111! substrates. In particular, th
systems Con /Pt(100), Con /Pt(111), (Co0.5Pt0.5)n /Pt(100),
(CoPt)n /Pt(100), and (CoPt)n /Pt(111),n<15, are investi-
gated. By defining a kind of volume independent contrib
tion as well as surface and interface contributions to the m
netic anisotropy energy, a detailed comparison a
interpretation of experimental data can be made. It will a
be shown that, contrary to common usage, the magnetic
isotropy energy has little in common with the distribution
orbital magnetic moments throughout the magnetic layer

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II a short su
mary of the computational details is given. Section III de
first with the magnetic anisotropy energy, and then with s
and orbital magnetic moments. Section IV provides a co
parison with and microscopic interpretations of available
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perimental data and is followed by a conclusion summa
ing the main aspects of the present study.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The relativistic spin-polarized version5 of the screened
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker ~SKKR! method6 for layered
systems7 is applied to calculate self-consistently the ele
tronic structure and the magnetic properties of free surfa
of Con and of an ordered superstructure of (CoPt)n on
Pt~100! and Pt~111!, n<15, whereby all interlayer distance
refer to a fcc ‘‘parent lattice’’8 corresponding to the experi
mental lattice spacing of Pt (a057.4137 a.u.; no surface o
interface relaxations!. For each system, i.e., for eachn, the
electronic and magnetic structure of the magnetic configu
tion corresponding to auniform perpendicular-to-plane ori
entation of the magnetization in the Co~and Pt! layers is
calculated self-consistently using 45ki points in the irreduc-
ible part of the surface Brillouin zone~ISBZ! and the~non-
relativistic! local-density functional described in Ref. 9. F
comparison with the corresponding superstructure, free
faces of the statistically disordered alloy (Co0.5Pt0.5) on
Pt~100! are also calculated using the coherent-potential
proximation for layered systems.10 In order to reduce the
computational effort in this particular case, the semirelat
istic version of the SKKR was employed to achieve~charge!
self-consistency using the same computational paramete
for all the other cases. In all systems investigated, a buffe
three Pt layers to the Pt substrate was varied s
consistently.
414 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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The obtained self-consistent layer-resolved effective
tentials and layer-resolved effective magnetization fields
then used to evaluate the band energy contributionEb to the
magnetic anisotropy energyEa ,

Ea5Eb1Edd, ~1!

defined as the energy difference between auniform
perpendicular-to-plane and auniform in-plane orientation of
the magnetization. In Eq.~1!, Edd is the energetic contribu
tion of the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction toEa . In all
cases the band energy contributionEb was calculated using
990 ki points in the ISBZ. It should be noted that, forEa
.0, an out-of-plane orientation of the magnetization is
vored, while for Ea,0 an in-plane orientation has to b
expected.

III. RESULTS

A. Magnetic anisotropy energies

In Fig. 1 the magnetic anisotropy energy and its contrib
tions are shown for free surfaces of Con on Pt~100! and
Pt~111!. While in the case of the~100! surface a multiple
reorientation transition is seen between three and seven
ers of Co, the one between six and seven layers being
distinct, for the ~111! surface only at a thickness of fou
layers of Co a flip over from in-plane to out-of-plane see
likely. For both types of surfaces the magnetic anisotro
energy starts to oscillate forn>11 with a period of 2, and for
n>7 the contribution from the magnetic dipole-dipole inte
action causes a regime of in-plane orientations.

Completely different to the behavior of the magnetic a
isotropy energy in Fig. 1 is that of free surfaces of the
perstructure (CoPt)n on these two surfaces of Pt~Fig. 2!.
First of all, for both types of surfaces an out-of-plane orie
tation is always favored, which for the~111! surface is al-
most a factor 10 larger than the one corresponding to
~100! surface. It easily can be seen from Fig. 3 that w
respect to the number of layers the shape of the magn
anisotropy energy for free surfaces of (Co0.5Pt0.5) on Pt~100!
has very little in common with that of the superstructu
(CoPt)n on Pt~100!: in the case of the alloy the preferre
orientation is always in-plane; the oscillations resemble
various oscillations for the corresponding case of pure Co
Fig. 1. The peaks atn52 and 6 are clearly visible, and a
n54 there is only a kind of shoulder present in the all
case. It should be noted from Fig. 3, however, that w
exception ofn56 the band energy as well as the magne
dipole-dipole contribution favor an in-plane orientation
the magnetization.

In all cases investigated the magnetic anisotropy ene
per number of repetitionsn, Ea /n ~see Fig. 4!, tends to a
constant for a sufficiently largen, which in the case of the
superstructure~CoPt! on Pt~111! is surprisingly large, abou
1.4 meV. It can easily be seen from Table I, containing
values ofEa /n for n515, that in all semi-infinite system
investigated the magnetic anisotropy energy is larger by
ders of magnitude than comparable bulk values. In a rec
evaluation2 of the magnetic anisotropy energy of bu
CocPt12c alloys, the largest value was found forc50.50,
which, however, amounted to only 3meV.
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In order to demonstrate the fundamental differences
tween infinite and semi-infinite systems in Fig. 5, the lay
resolved band energies,

Eb5(
i 51

n

Ei , ~2!

for n515 are displayed. In this figure the first three laye
refer to the Pt buffer, and the remaining layers to the m
netic top. One can easily see that for free surfaces of Co
Pt the~by far! largest contributions to the band energy part
the magnetic anisotropy energy arise from the interface
tween Pt and Co and from the surface. Somewhat surpri
are the contributions from the Pt buffer, i.e., from the i
duced magnetic effects in the top layers of the substrate. T
effect will also be emphasized below in terms of magne
moments.

FIG. 1. Magnetic anisotropy energy and its contributions
free surfaces of Con on Pt~100! ~top! and Pt~111! ~bottom!.
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In the interior of the magnetic multilayers the contrib
tions to Eb vary very little from layer to layer. Excluding
therefore,m1 first layers~the Pt buffer and Co/Pt interface
m156) and m2 last layers~the Co/vacuum interface,m2
54), the renormalized contributions from the remaining la
ers,

Ev
b5

1

n2m22m1
(

i 5m111

n2m2

Ei , ~3!

can be regarded as a volumelike contribution, which, as
be seen from Fig. 5, is very small indeed.

In the alloy case the band energy term is defined as

FIG. 2. Magnetic anisotropy energy and its contributions
free surfaces of the superstructure (CoPt)n on Pt~100! ~top! and
Pt~111! ~bottom!.
-

n

Eb5(
i 51

n

(
a5A,B

ci
aEi

a , ~4!

whereci
a are the concentrations of constituentsA and B in

the ith layer. It should be noted that in Fig. 5 the layerwi
band energy contributions for (Co0.5Pt0.5)15/Pt(100) are not

r

FIG. 3. Magnetic anisotropy energy and its contributions
free surfaces of (Co0.5Pt0.5)n on Pt~100!.

FIG. 4. Magnetic anisotropy energy per repetition f
Con /Pt(100) ~circles!, Con /Pt(111) ~up triangles!,
(CoPt)n /Pt(100) ~down triangles!, (CoPt)n /Pt(111) ~diamonds!,
and (Co0.5Pt0.5)n ~squares!.
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weighted by the concentrationci
Co5ci

Pt50.5. A comparison
between the top and bottom rows in Fig. 5 immediat
shows that, essentially, the contribution from the interface
the substrate is substantially reduced, whereas the cont
tions from the surface are—at least in shape—very simi
In all three cases shown in Fig. 5,Ev

b is negative, but rathe
close to zero. For Con /Pt(111), e.g.,Ev

b is less than
20.0005 meV.

Completely different in shape are the layer-resolved b
energy contributions for the superstructures of (CoPt)15 on
either Pt~100! or Pt~111! shown in Fig. 6. Although again th
effect of the interface with the Pt substrate and of the surf
is clearly visible, now also the interior of the film contribute
substantially. In both cases oscillations ofEi with a period of
2 can be seen. While for both surface orientations the c
tributions from the Pt layers are about the same, nam
about 0.3 meV per Pt layer in the interior of the films, the
layers behave completely differently: for the~100! orienta-
tion the Co contributions are slightly negative and smalle
absolute value than the Pt contributions, whereas along
~111! direction the Co contributions are positive and mu
larger than those from the Pt layers. Going back now to F
2 and 4, one can state that the preferred perpendicular o
tation for (CoPt)n superstructures on Pt~100! is due to the
Pt-like contributions to the band energy term. Furthermore
is clear from Fig. 6 that the large value ofEa /n for (CoPt)n
superstructures on Pt~111! originates from additional, rathe
large, positive Co-like contributions.

B. Magnetic moments

Because the magnetic anisotropy energy of (CoPt)n su-
perstructures on Pt~111! seems to be so unique, it is interes
ing to know whether this particular property can be cor
lated to either the spin-only or orbital~layer-resolved!
magnetic moments. In Fig. 7 for one particular case, nam
(CoPt)5, a comparison between Pt~100! and Pt~111! sub-
strates is shown. Easily seen here is a very nice examp
the fact that the orbital magnetic moments have little in co
mon with the magnetic anisotropy energy: in the case o
~100! surface the~layerwise! orbital magnetic moments ar
substantially larger than for a~111! surface, while the shap
of the variation with respect to the layers is roughly t
same. A similar effect can be seen for the spin-only m
ments. For the~100! orientation the magnetic moments
the Pt layers are by about 0.1mB larger than for the~111!
orientation. It is worthwhile to note that in both cases t
spin-only magnetic moments of the Pt layers are quite la

TABLE I. Magnetic anisotropy energies.

Ea /n ~meV! Ea (meV)

Infinite ~Ref. 2! Co0.5Pt0.5 3

Semi-infinite Pt(100)/(CoPt)15 0.129
Pt(111)/(CoPt)15 1.422
Pt(100)/Co15 20.049
Pt(111)/Co15 20.070
Pt(100)/(Co0.5Pt0.5)15 20.066
y
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FIG. 5. Layer-resolved band energies for Co15/Pt(100) ~top!
and Co15/Pt(111) ~middle! and (Co0.5Pt0.5)15/Pt(100) ~bottom!. In
the alloy case the band energies arenot weighted by the concentra
tion; the Co contributions are shown as squares, and the Pt co
butions as circles.
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namely, about (0.2–0.3)mB . It is fairly obvious from Fig. 7
that, contrary to common usage, the orbital magnetic m
ments offer no explanation whatsoever for magnetic ani
ropy phenomena. Quite clearly it is mostly the different ge
metrical arrangement that, in terms of the magne
anisotropy energy, singles out the~111! orientation as com-
pared to the~100! surface.

In Fig. 8 the spin-only moments of Co and Pt
(Co0.5Pt0.5)n /Pt(100) are displayed forn<10. This figure
shows, in particular, the importance of a sufficiently thi
buffer for magnetic multilayers on a ‘‘nearly magnetic
metal. Worded differently, this figure shows the effect of t
‘‘polarization’’ of the top Pt substrate layers~the buffer! by
the magnetic top: the magnetic moments in the buffer v
smoothly from zero~bulk value! over three layers to the
value characteristic in the alloy. The layer-resolved Co m
ments in (Co0.5Pt0.5) on Pt~100! are fairly independent of the
number of repetitions, and vary only slightly in the vicini
of the interfaces. This variation is shown explicitly in Fig.
by comparing the Co moments of the free surfaces of C10
and (Co0.5Pt0.5)10 on Pt~100!. As one can see, in the allo
case the Co moments are slightly larger than for pure
and the perturbation due to the interfaces with the subst
and at the surface is of the order of about 0.3mB . It should be

FIG. 6. Layer-resolved band energies for (CoPt)15/Pt(100)
~top! and (CoPt)15/Pt(111) ~bottom!.
-
t-
-
c

y

-

o,
te

noted that in the alloy case~Figs. 8 and 9! the magnetic
moments arenot weighted by the concentration. The avera
magnetic moment in theith layer,

^mi&5 (
a5A,B

ci
ami

a , ~5!

only enters the determination of the magnetic dipole-dip
contributionEdd to the anisotropy energy.11 This in turn is
the reason why, in Fig. 3,Edd has roughly only half of the
value of the corresponding quantities in Fig. 1.

IV. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

Having now presented the theoretical results, it is re
tively easy to compare with and to comment on availa
experimental data. It became customary to use a phenom
logical ansatz of the following form for the magnetic aniso
ropy:

Keff52Ks /t1Kv , ~6!

where Kv represents the so-called volume anisotropy c
stant,Ks the so-called surface or interface contribution, ant
the layer thickness~in monolayers! of the magnetic top. Lin
et al.,12 e.g., found that in three sets of thin Co films on P

FIG. 7. Layer-resolved spin-only~top! and orbital ~bottom!
magnetic moments of (CoPt)5 on Pt~100! ~squares! and Pt~111!
~circles!.
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Kv is negative and seems to be independent of the cryst
graphic orientation of the surface. They also stated that
positive value ofKs they found depends heavily on the or
entation. These findings can be read off very nicely fro
Figs. 1, 4, and 5: there indeed is quite a difference in
contribution from the Co/Pt interface—the equivalent ofKs
being positive—with respect to different surface orientatio
and—as already mentioned—Kv is small and negative.

For (CorPts)n superstructures on Pt~100!, r and s being
integers, the same authors12 argued that there is a tendenc
toward a perpendicular anisotropy by decreasingr to 1.
Again it can be read off from Figs. 2 and 4 that indeed
the caser 5s51, perpendicular magnetism has to be e
pected. Even more convincing is a comparison with
~CoPt!/Pt~111! superstructure, as Linet al.12 stated that such
a system has a large perpendicular anisotropy, which is
actly what Figs. 2 and 4 show. Also, their observation t
the orientational dependence ofKeff in the case of superstruc
tures has to be correlated to the ‘‘interfacial magnetic anis
ropy’’ and to ‘‘polarized Pt atoms at the interface’’ can b

FIG. 8. Layer- and component-resolved spin-only magnetic m
ments of the free surface of (Co0.5Pt0.5)n on Pt~100!, n<10. Circles
refer to Co moments, squares to Pt moments.
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visualized directly from Fig. 6, showing the layerwise co
tributions toEb , and from the spin-only moments in Fig. 7
from which the actual value of the Pt moments can be r
off.

As compared to the study of McGeeet al.13 on ultrathin
Co films on Pt~111!, at a first glance the present results se
to disagree with their data, as up to a thickness of nine
layers these authors found a perpendicular orientation of
magnetization with a particularly high value forKs . How-
ever, as they did not measure free surfaces of Co on Pt~111!,
but had a Pt cap about 20 Å thick, only an indirect compa
son can be made. From the middle row in Fig. 5 it is obvio
that the main contributions toEb arise from the interfaces
the interface to vacuum being different than the one to
Quite obviously, a second Co/Pt interface increasesEb , but
it also doubles the possibility of interdiffusion at the inte
faces, which in turn reduces the positive contribution fro
the interfaces toEb , or, if ordering occurs, yields just the
opposite.

From magnetic circular x-ray dichroism of Co on Pt~111!
Thiele et al.14 concluded that a minimum thickness of abo
1.8 ML of Co is needed for a remanent magnetic ordering
room temperature, and claimed a critical thickness of abo
ML of Co for the observation of a perpendicular magne
anisotropy. However, they also argued that introducing
second Pt/Co interface by capping the system with Pt
creases this critical thickness. Accepting their careful la
guage with respect to selection rules in stating that their
sults seemed to indicate an enhancement of the Co or
moment, it is worthwhile to mention that in the present c
culations the Co orbital moment in the interior of a Co fil
on Pt~111! indeed is quite large, about (0.14–0.15)mB .

From a previous study by this group15 using Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy, it follows that annealing the films abo
about 250 °C leads to interdiffusion at the interfaces, a
consequently to surface alloying and subsequent ordering
fects. In a study of polycrystalline CocPt12c , c'0.3, Tyson

-

FIG. 9. Comparison between the Co-like moments for free s
faces of (Co0.5Pt0.5)10 ~circles! and Co10 ~squares! on Pt~100!.
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et al.16 claimed that they found the first evidence of pha
separation in these films, leading to extended tw
dimensional Co clusters in the film plane and to inter
interfaces. Taking their experimental evidence, namely,
their perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is much smaller t
those for an ordered superstructure, an interpretation of t
data in terms of the present results can tentatively be giv
Since in reasonably thick films of pure Co and statistica
disordered CocPt12c , c50.5, on Pt~100! the magnetization
is in-plane~see in particular Fig. 4!, while for a superstruc-
ture of ~CoPt! on the same substrate a perpendicular orien
tion has to be expected~see in particular Fig. 4!, indeed the
most likely explanation for their finding is the partial orde
ing in the samples investigated.

For very thick CoPt3 alloys ~a film thickness of typically
3000 Å!, it was found by Rooneyet al.17 that both the~111!
and ~100! orientations show a maximum of a perpendicu
magnetic anisotropy around 400 °C. Although such syste
cannot be compared directly to the present calculations, s
they refer to a substrate of CoPt3 composition rather than Pt
it is interesting to remark that these authors suggested p
separation as an explanation of perpendicular magnetism
indicated by Figs. 1–3. For bulk CoPt3 samples, resonan
surface magnetic x-ray diffraction18 suggests Pt surface se
regation, which again induces strong compositional va
tions resulting in interesting kinds of ordering phenomen19

that in turn can influence magnetic properties substantia
Surface alloying with a Co-enriched top layer, for e

ample, was traced by Ferreret al.20 when trying to grow thin
films of Co on Pt~111!. From their resonant magnetic surfa
diffraction measurements, they found that, as compare
bulk CoPt alloys in which the magnetic moments of Pt ran
from about 0.25mB to 0.45mB , depending on the degree o
order of the alloy and its composition, the topmost Pt la
next to Co in the Co/Pt interface is about 0.2mB , while the
one from the second neighboring Pt layer carries only a m
ment of about 0.02mB . This estimate fits rather well to th
results for the alloy case shown in Fig. 8, where the Pt m
ments in the buffer are in turn 0.027mB , 0.091mB , and
0.215mB , the last one referring to the Pt layer neighbori
the first alloy layer.
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V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we can summarize that in the present pa
the magnetic anisotropy properties of thin Co and of orde
and disordered~CoPt! alloy films on Pt~100! and Pt~111!
were discussed in quite some detail. As the theoretical res
are based on a relativistic, spin-polarized approach, no a
tional approximations such as a perturbative treatmen
spin-orbit coupling are needed. The above discussion of
perimental results shows very drastically that in compar
theoretical results with experimental data one has to be
tremely careful. This applies in particular to magnetic anis
ropy measurements, as not only a lattice constant mism
but also interdiffusion and subsequent ordering quite lik
control the occurrence of perpendicular magnetism. O
magnetic anisotropy effects are as robust as in the cas
~ordered! superstructures, such as, e.g., on Pt~111!, alloying
effects are perhaps of less importance, or so it seems a
moment. It should be noted that for very well-characteriz
systems, results using the present approach yield almost
fect agreement with experimental determined magnetic
isotropy constants.21 Therefore, if theoretical results like th
present one disagree with experimental data in one aspe
the other, then obviously there is a good physical reason
such a discrepancy: interdiffusion, segregation, orderi
structural distortions, etc. Exactly these kinds of effects h
to be sorted out in order to improve materials with perpe
dicular magnetic anisotropies.
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